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Abstract

The infinite mass effective theory, when a heavy quark mass goes to infinity, and chiral
perturbation theory at the quark level, based on the extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model,
are applied for the calculation of the D —* K*e+i/e decay form factors. The theoretical
results agree with experimental data.
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The semileptonic decays of £)-mesons provide a nice laboratory for the testing of
the structure of weak hadronic currents. In our recent publication Ref.[l] there has been
evaluated the form factors of the semileptonic D —• Ke+ve decays in good agreement with
experimental data. For the description of Z)-mesons we applied the infinite mass effective
theory (IMET) Refs.[2,3], when the c-quark mass Mc tends to infinity, i.e. Mc —* oo. In
IMET the long-distance physics can be described by an effective theory with a static color
source. By our admission Ref.[l] this effective theory, taken at the leading order in large
JV-expansion, can be reduced to Chiral perturbation theory at the quark level (CHPT)q

[4], based on the extended Nambu-Iona-Lasinio model Ref.[5] (CHPT)q was satisfactory
applied for the description of semileptonic and non-leptonic decays of if-mesons Refs.[4,6].

In this paper we apply IMET and (CHPT)q for the evaluation of the form factors of
the D —» K*e+ue decays. The amplitude of these decays reads

M(D _> R*e+v.) = -^ | lE< t f •«?)|a(0)7,(l - 7
SMO)P(p))^ , (1)

where GF = 1.166 x 1CT5 GeV ~2 is Fermi weak constant, |VCJ| = 0.975 is the CKM-
mixing matrix elements, 5(0) and c(0) are the s- and c- current quark fields, having N
color degrees of freedom each, p^ = Mjyv^, where Mo and t?M are the Z)-meson mass and
velocity with components v* = (1, 0,0,0) in the rest frame, and #* = u ^ ^ f l — 75)v(fce)
is the weak leptonic current.

The hadronic matrix element

(2)

can be parametrized in terms of four form factors Ref.[7].

M^D -* K*) = i(MD + MK.)Ax{q2)el{Q)-

— ——A2{q2)(e*(Q) • p)(p + Q)^ —— ——Az(q2)(e*(Q) • p)(p — Q)^ —

- r a V | ' ! w " w w ' • (3)

The form factors Ai(q2)(i = 1,2,3) and V(q2) describe the matrix elements of the axial-
vector and vector weak hadronic currents, respectively. Then MK* — 0.89 GeV and e*"(Q)
are the mass and the 4-vector of polarization of the A^-meson, q2 is the square invariant
mass of the leptonic pair.

By following Ref. [1] we can reduce the matrix element (2) to the form

Mp(D -* K*) = i I dxoigD0(xo)x
J—oo

(4)

where q(x) = u(x) or d(x) for D°- and Z?+-meson, respectively. The constant go has been
denned in Ref. [1]

go = - V 2 / + ( 0 ) ^ • - 7 ^ , (5)



where /+(0) is the form factor of the D —> Ke+ue decay, the experimental value of which
Ref. [8]

|/+(0)U = 0.7±0.1 (6)
agrees with the theoretical prediction by Dominguez and Paver Ref. [9]. Then v' = 4A =
2.62 GeV, where A is the cut-off in Euclidean 3-momentum space, connected with the
scale of spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry (SBCS) in (CHPT)q by the relation
A = Ax/y/2 = 0.66 GeV at Ax = 0.94 GeV Ref.[4].

For the evaluation of the matrix element (4), involving only the light-quark fields, we
are applying (CHPT)q. By following Ref.[l] we get

+Ml

where M^ = V'MD/2, gp is the pirir-coupling constant, satisfying the relation gp —
2iry/3/N Refs.[l,4,10] and m = 0.33 GeV is the constituent mass of the light quarks,
calculated in the chiral limit Ref.[4],

The appearance of the <?2-dependence is due to the quantity Qo = (M^ — q2)/2Mo,
being the energy of the massless K*-meson in the rest frame of the D-meson,. The
neglection of the ^"-meson mass in the r.h.s. of (7) is in accordance with the prescription
of (CHPT)g which incorporates the Vector Dominance approach Refs.[4,ll], admitting
the smooth dependence of low-energy hadronic matrix elements on the masses of low-lying
vector-mesons (p,u>,<p, K*) Refs.[11,12],

By matching (7) with (3) we obtain the form factors of the D -* Kme+ve decays:

2 MD [Mfc - q

\2M2
D-q2

MD



The numerical values of these form factors at q2 = 0 are

At(0) = 0.59/+(0) = 0.41 ±0.06,
A2(0) = 0.63/+(0) = 0.44 ± 0.07 ,
A3(0) = 1.93/+(0) = 1.35 ± 0.19 ,
V(0) = 0.97/+(0) = 0.68 ± 0.10 , (9)

where the errors are due to the experimental error of /+(0) (6). The obtained results are
in agreement with recent experimental data Ref.[13].

Ai{0)exp = 0.46 ± 0.05 ± 0.05 ,
A2(0)exp = 0.38 ±g;l» ±0.07,
V(0)exp = 0.92 ±S:1S ±0.12 . (10)

By matching our results (9) with earlier experimental data Ref.[14]

Ai(0)exp = 0.46 ± 0.05 ± 0.05 ,
^2(0)exp = 0.0 ±0.02 ±0.01 ,
V(0)exp = 0.9 ±0.3 ±0.1 , (11)

we find disagreement only for the form factor ^(O). However this experimental result
disagrees with other theoretical predictions Refs.[7, 15], being in reasonable agreement
with ours.

Now let us calculate the partial widths of the D —* K*e+ue decays with transverse
and longitudinal polarization of the ,Rr*-meson, respectively. By definition Ref.[7] (see
also Ref.[14]) we have

= r+ + r_,

= ^r^FT I dtfKtf)\H*tf)? , (12)
967r3M5 y0

where

D - MK.f - , 2 ] " 2 . (13)



By using the form factors (8) we get the following values for the partial widths

T+ = 0.21 x l(T14|/+(0)|2Gev = (1.0 ± 0.3) x 10-15Gev,

T_ = 1.10 x 10-14|/+(0)|2GeV = (5.4 ± 1.5) x 10"15GeV, (14)
Tt = 1.28 x 10-14|/+(0)|2Gev = (6.3 ± 1.8) x 10-15Gev.

By using these results we can find the following ratios

- t = 0.19 ± 0.08 ,

£ T' =0.98 ±0.36 (15)£ =
1 (r 1 + + 1 _

These values agree with experimental data

T + \ _ f 0.16 ±0.05 ±0.02 Ref.[13]
YZJexp ~ \ 0.15 ±g;gj ±0.03 Ref.[17]

1.18 ±0.18 ±0.08 Ref.[13]
l.Sto6

4 ± 0.3, Ref.[U]

The small value of the ratio F+/F_ reflects the (V-A) structure of the weak hadronic
currents. Resultely we can give the theoretical value of the partial width of the D —•
K*e+t/e decay

T(D -» K*e+ve)th = r / r + r/ = 2.59x 10-14|/+(0)|2GeV =

= (1.27 ± 0.36) x 10"14GeV,

which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental values Ref. [8]

T(D+ -» K*°e+ve)exp = (2.53 ±0.44) x 10-14GeV,

T(D° -» K*~e+ve)cxp = (2.60 ± 0.95) xl0"14GeV,

obtained at B{KmQ -» K~ic+) = 2/3.
By resuming the results otained in this paper and,by taking into account those of

Ref.[l], one can conclude that the application of IMET and (CHPT)q for the description
of the .D-meson semileptonic decays gives reasonable results, being in accordance with
experimental data.
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Appendix
For the evaluation of the momentum integral in (7) we have used the following formulae

d*kfd*k 1
J **im*-(k + Qy-iol

J *H (m2 -k2- iO)(m2 -

iQ ~~v +4Qo

1
(Jb + Q)2 - iO) vk + iO

/ i (m2 - k 1 - iO)(m2 - (fc + Qf - iO)

The dots denote the contribution of terms being insignificant for the evaluation of the
form factors of the D -> ^*e+i/e decays.
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